Over 20 Years of Solidarity
ALTERNATIVE 5
- Tailålo’, Urunao, Litekyan, Pahon, Jinapsan -

“There Would Be MORE ADVERSE IMPACTS [aka, HARM]... THAN UNDER ANY OF THE OTHER LFTRC ALTERNATIVES” (SEIS: 5-393)

directly impacted due to removal of limestone forest. Under this alternative, there would be more adverse effects from construction at NWF than any of the other LFTRC alternatives. There would be more adverse effects from operations under Alternative 5 than under any of the other alternatives. Refer to

Noise impacts
Access restrictions
Stray bullets
Private property impact
Lessen visitor enjoyment
Land claims impact
Ancestral burials impact
Family burials impact
Ancestral sites impact
Rare, unique species impact
Conservation area impact
Critical habitat impact
Freshwater lens impact
Destruction and Desecration

• Clearing of **1,219 acres** of limestone forest
• Over the aquifer, **6,719,190 ammunitions** fired annually
• Navy will take **1.2 million gallons of water** per day.
• At least **10 newly listed endangered and threatened species** will be impacted
• **269 historical sites**, **63** qualified for the National Registry of Historic Places
Litekyan is One of Our OLDEST Ancestral Villages & thus ONE OF OUR MOST SACRED

Desecrating this with 6.7M bullets a year 273 DAYS, NIGHTS, & WEEKENDS IS UNACCEPTABLE!